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About This Content

In summer 1937, renewed tensions between Japan and China escalate into open war: The Second Sino-Japanese war has begun.

Order of Battle: WWII comes back to the Pacific Theatre, covering one of the cruellest but most underrated conflicts of the
Second World War period.

In Order of Battle: Morning Sun you take control over the Japanese forces fighting for territorial expansion and rich Chinese
resources. The conflict soon turns into a massive all-out war between the two sides during the Battle of Shanghai. While the
Chinese forces are numerically superior, they have suffered from internal conflict and are poorly equipped with outdated

weapons. The recently modernised Japanese Army on the other hand is well trained and experienced, but as the war drags on it
gets increasingly overstretched, allowing the enemy to regain the initiative at several occasions...

New units

Japanese armies have been reinforced with several new units including biplane fighters and bombers such as the Ki-10, D1A
and A4N1, the Sōkō Sagyō Ki flamethrower-equipped engineering vehicle and Type 89 medium tanks. The Chinese rely heavily
on foreign arms deals, resulting in a diverse arsenal made up from Soviet Polikarpov fighters, Tupolev bombers and T-26 tanks,
German Panzer I's, Sdkfz 221/222 armoured cars and 37mm PaK guns, Italian L3/33 tankettes, British Gloster Gladiators and
many more. Nations now also have access to Cavalry units and Horse Transportation for towed guns. In total, almost 100 new

unit types have been added to the game.

Scenarios
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Beiping-Tianjin
Operation Chahar

Shanghai
Xuzhou
Lanfeng
Wuhan

Nanchang
Changsha

South Guangxi
Guandong Offensive

Chongqing

New features

Construction Group unit allows players to construct small airstrips on locations of their own choosing.

Horses: These brave and loyal animals played a vital role in the war, and are now included in the game as part of
Cavalry units and Horse Transportation.

New terrain types: Plow through muddy Rice Fields and fight along the Great Wall of China.
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Great monster game, probably the best one out there right now! Keep up the great work! Best VR game released on April the
20th!. Obscure game of the legendary Looking Glass studios. Recommended of course.. Its horrible. 2 thumbs up
. A very good game, It is an old-school shooter, I like these old-school shooters where we were big men with big guns, But the
old games have a lot of crazy puzzles. I hate these puzzles. The are definitely crazy, It does NOT have these puzzles. We are
shown where to go to accomplish the main tasks. I very needed this in DOOM II (If you like to find everything by yourselves
DONT press TAB!). Here we only must kill, kill and increase our skill. The upgrade system is interesting but you need to choose
your skills carefully.. Fun game, fun life. if you like mazes get it.. otherweise.. nah. I was max level the last 2 hours and just run
around to get through. no.. I hate this game. I despise it. It is an inhumane mode of torture that should (and hopefully already is)
outlawed by international human rights conventions.

10/10, bought it the instant I realized it's available on steam.
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Honestly this game is good.

pros-nice graphics(better then infinate warfares:)
Nice music
actually shave beards
free 2 play
good game

cons-not much other then your going to play this game for like 20minutes-1 hour

game is 8.5/10. None of the classes feel very different. Very very few abilities available and there is almost no management, the
game just tells you what to do. Kind of a let down. It's incredibly well-built, visually.

Mechanically, it's solid. Nothing revolutionary.

Some of the level designs feel like someone fell asleep on their "add more enemies" button but it's all manageable through some
trial and error. After a couple hours, it enters that like-clockwork level of difficulty where you need to know exactly where to go
and when to do it and if you miss it by a second whoops! you're back to the start. Luckily, levels are short and reload before you
can fully express your rage for failing yet again.

A good time-waster with nice visuals. What more is there to like in a game like this?. Too many toxic teammates worse than
matchmaking. I really don't know, I purchased this game just because it was 0.74 euros. It looks pretty nice for a 2D game and
it's not boring like any other 2D's for me. The game tends to be buggy, like always, for example winning a battle and then
getting back on the menu won't allow you to play the next day. Furthermore, finishing achievements won't even give you the
achievements and I don't know why... It is really fun but needs a lot of work. Please fix it.. Run from monster
- End up in room with locked door to right and corridor to your left
- Noises from last encounter
- Franticly look between both repeatedly while unlocking the door
- Nothing comes
- Door unlocks
- Relief washes over you
- Look back one last time
- Shadow monster
- Almost fall over in surprise

10/10 I have never gotten jumpscared that hard before.. Theres some pretty cool voice acting. Alyjough I wish characters like
Yume and the dad had voice acting too, still pretty cute game. I loved the first one, and this new version is just as good. New
map ideas, obstacles, and fun. Still a casual type game that can be challenging. I do prefered the lives mode in the old one Vs.
the new stage completion timer mode though, but it's a good mechanic for racing your friends.. 10/10. The whole full game dlc
thing doesn't matter when you see the masterpeice the game is.
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